MEMORANDUM

From: Assistant Chief of Staff, Navy Medicine West

Subj: NAVY MEDICINE WEST CHIEF MEDICAL INFORMATION OFFICER JOB ANNOUNCEMENT

1. This memorandum serves to formally announce and therefore solicit applications for the position of Navy Medicine West, Chief Medical Information Officer (CMIO).

2. The following lists general qualifications and prerequisites and is provided to all interested LCDR, CDR and CAPT Medical Corps officers:

   a. Experience with multiple electronic health records (EHR), preferably with prior experience as a CMIO at a military medical treatment facility.

   b. Experience in Virtual Health, from project development to successful execution and sustainment.

   c. Demonstrated managerial skills and leadership capable to guide a global informatics workforce, with experience in tri-service team-building, goal-setting and mission accomplishment.

   d. Must be eligible to be stationed in San Diego in early summer 2019.

3. Interested officers should submit applications containing a curriculum vitae, biography and letter of intent, to the attention of CDR David Paz, CMIO, Navy Medicine West by no later than Friday, 11 January 2019. Should you have questions or desire additional information, CDR Paz may be reached by email at david.a.paz.mil@mail.mil or by phone at 414-422-5219.

   Mark O. Bonan

M.O. BONAN/GS15
Assistant Chief of Staff
Navy Medicine West